"Ashby Woods has been an important part of our lives for a long time. It seems imperative to know that the kids have been there growing up and even today. It’s impressive to see how they have responded in such a way. All the best. ” — Matt
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Dear Friends,

The iconic Grandfather Tree pictured on the cover of this report has been growing and reaching new heights for generations. Estimated to be nearly 200 years old, this pillar of strength has continued to grow and thrive through abundant conditions and uncertainty of the pandemic. Like a tree with strong roots and access to what it needs to survive, Asbury Woods has continued to grow and reach new heights during the most challenging of times.

The community support for Asbury Woods has given us the tools and resources needed to be innovative, change course, grow, and thrive in the years since we took ownership. We have been on a growth trajectory in terms of programs, improvements, educational impact and donor investment.

While we experienced some short-term setbacks in March - June due to mandatory closures and limits, we continue to be forward-thinking and poised for additional growth with your continued support.

Our board of directors recently adopted a new strategic plan that charts the path forward as we continue to partner with our people, our programs, our property and our mission of environmental education, nature appreciation and outdoor recreation. With your help, we’ll work towards these strategic goals over the next several years to strengthen and improve Asbury Woods.

Thank you for being a partner in our success and weathering the challenges alongside us. Let’s keep reaching for new heights together.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Farrar, CFRE
Executive Director